
13–17 MARCH

FareManager 100
Participants in FareManager 100 will acquire the skills to implement a basic pricing 
decision for international fares.

Participants will learn to use the Fares system to view fares, create new fares, and 
increase or reduce existing fares. They will also learn how to create a Fare Basis 
Code and determine the correct Fare Type. Viewing maps and restrictions using the 
FareManager Routings tool is introduced. Finally, participants will learn how to code 
footnotes to modify a fare’s Travel and Sales Restrictions.

Pre-requisite: Getting Ready for FareManager

Register

Register in our online system. Visit MyATPCO 
for details. 

Rate

USD 1314 per participant, per weekly class. This 
cost includes a coffee break and lunch daily for 
each participant. 

Students (as always) are responsible for all 
transportation, hotel stay, and other meals 
outside the class day.  

Bring your laptop

Each participant must bring their own laptop.

Class location

Hotel Indigo Singapore Katong
86 East Coast Road 
Singapore 428788 

Other accomodations

There is a nearby hotel that is another option for 
accomodations: 
Holiday Inn Express Singapore Katong
88 East Coast Road 
Singapore 428788 

INSTRUCTOR–LED, IN-PERSON CLASSROOM COURSES
Attend these classes from 0900 to 1700 local time, with an hour break for lunch. 

ATPCO LEARNING SOLUTIONS  
2023 Classes in Singapore
Dates are subject to change

20–24 MARCH

FareManager 200
FareManager 200 builds on FareManager 100 to teach participants how to 
implement more complex pricing decisions for fares using add-ons, routings, and 
fare rules. Participants in FareManager 200 will learn how to create add-ons and 
define combinability of fares; and create, modify, and discontinue Source and Partial 
routings. Participants will also learn how to use fare rules to restrict eligibility; day 
or time; seasonality; and application. Finally, participants will learn how to upload 
fares from an Excel spreadsheet into the Fare application and download fares and 
filing data.

Pre-requisite: FareManager 100

27–31 MARCH

Creating Negotiated Fares and Fare by Rule
This ATPCO course will help participants maintain their Negotiated Fares and Fare 
by Rule fares. It describes how to create and maintain data to support Negotiated 
Fares contracts using Category 35, as well as Fare by Rule coding that supports 
automated dynamic fare creation through the use of Category 25. Participants  
will learn

• How to read and interpret ATPCO input screens in order to audit and monitor  
for accuracy. 

• To identify the purpose, benefits, assumption, data security, and subscriptions 
processing of Negotiated Fares (Category 35).

• To identify the purpose, benefits, assumption, data security, and subscriptions 
processing of Fare by Rule (Category 25).

Pre-requisite: FareManager 200

https://my.atpco.net/training
https://www.ihg.com/hotelindigo/hotels/us/en/singapore/sinki/hoteldetail
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinnexpress/hotels/us/en/singapore/sinka/hoteldetail?cm_mmc=GoogleMaps-_-EX-_-SG-_-SINKA

